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Student Croups Express Tuition Concern
BULLETIN
GRANO VALLEY STATE COL 
LEGES PRESIDENT AREND LUBBERS WILL 
ADDRESS THE COLLEGE COMMUNITY 
ON MICHIGAN'S BUDGET ANO ITS EF­
FECT ON SCHOOL OPERATIONS. THE
I
 ADDRESS WILL BE GIVEN WEDNESDAY. 
OCTOBER 22. AT 3:30 PM IN THE CAM 
PUS CENTER MULTIPURPOSE ROOM.
L .__________________________________
BY BILL ROIIN
Student Congress Co-Chairperson 
Pam Kurtzman announced Tuesday that 
Congress has joined with eight other 
Michigan Schools to form SALT. Stu­
dents Associated For Lower Tuition.
“SALT’s formation is an attempt 
by involved students to remind our 
State Legislators that higher education
must remain a top priority." said Kurtz-
Fam Kurtzman •nan
The organization includes represen­
tatives from Grand Valley. U. of M., 
MSU. Kastern, Western, 'Wayne, Oak­
land. Lake Superior, Ferris, and Central.
Representatives met Sunday at 
MSU to map strategies. Financial, legis­
lature, media and research co-ordinators 
were chosen. SALT will meet again on 
October 2b.
"The titlc(SALT) does not really 
apply," said Kurtzman. “We are trying 
to lower tuition, hut more importantly 
we’re telling the legislature, ‘look.
you’ve got to stop cutting the budget 
for higher education.’ "
(irand Valley’s Congress has also 
begun a letter writing campaign (see 
page 12). Students are urged to "show 
the legislators just how important this 
whole affair is,” said Kurtzman.
Will the SALT and letter campaigns 
have any effect on inc icgisiature? “’We 
probably won’t have any effect on the 
next tuition rise," says Congress Presi­
dent Musto, “but. up the mad a bit, we 
can definitely show the state govern 
ment that we’rc concerned."
TJC Students Form 
General Assembly
Buzz
206 M ay Be Axed
BY JOHN KUBCZAK
As with most everything else, that 
costs money in these economically 
troubled times, all communication and in­
formation services on campus are to be 
scrutinized for their effectiveness, ifrith 
consideration given to the amount of 
service the units provide. The administra­
tion will in the near future organize a 
task force composed of students, faculty, 
and administration members whose res­
ponsibility will be to review and evaluate 
the communications services.
»
According to Vice-President Ronald- 
VanSterland. “There arc many different 
units on the campus that offer informa­
tion to members of the colleges, and what 
we want to do is examine each service 
for cost and effectiveness, and see where
we can combine and streamline the entire 
information-disseminating system."
Tony .Senna, the student manager of 
Buzz 206, expressed concern that the 
two-year-old information service has al­
ready been assigned space on the chop­
ping block, and that budget problems are 
only "a convenient excuse" to to used to 
end the service.
VanSteeland said that the situation is 
different now than when "Buzz" was ini­
tiated (the Student Activities Office has 
become a good information source on 
activities), but any decision on how dif­
ferent the situation is now "could be 
helped a great deal if students and anyone 
else would comment on Buzz 206, the 
Lantnorn, the Clear Hooter, WSRX, the 
WJC and TJC papers and newsletters, or 
any other similar service they have been 
exposed to.”
BY CRAIG VAUGHAN
Those who have for v> long voiced 
concern about “student apathy" may be 
surprised at the attempts of a group of 
Thomas Jefferson College students to sti­
mulate interest in student government.
Dracoms Dccirvan is spearheading i 
petition drive to strengthen the General 
Assembly, according to the Student Con­
gress Constitution, is to "oversee the 
actions of the Executive Branch and 
standing committees, and to insure open 
communication lietween all student or­
ganizations, the students in different aca­
demic units, as well as other factions 
relating to student needs and interests”.
“What we’re trying to do," said I)e 
Ciryan, “ is to dispel the notion that stu­
dents, especially TJC students, don’t give
a damn...... fhe Constitution provides for
the General Assembly to serve as a check 
on the Executive Branch,," he continued, 
"but as far as I know it has never met." 
The Constitution states that the General 
Assembly must meet "at least once a 
year".
“ At present there are three ways that 
a student can become a member of the 
General Assembly. One, he can lx- ap­
pointed by the Executive Board, two, he 
can obtain a petition with thirty signa­
tures on it, or three, he can be appointed 
by other administrative committees," ex­
plained DeCiryan. "The petitions we are 
circulating will increase the representa­
tion of members at large."
Student Congress President Frank B. 
Musto sees the move to establish the 
power of the General Assembly as "a 
good thing". "Cooperation between the 
two branches would serve to further the 
interests of all the students in the GVSC 
community. With the impetus coming 
from Thomas Jefferson it’s only a matter 
of time before more students -from the 
other colleges get involved."
DeCiryan echoed Musto’s sentiments. 
"The Genera! Assembly should function 
as a viable means of communication 
among students, student government, 
faculty, and administration "
Incremental Building Should Be Finished In January
BY BOB STANTON
The new incremental classroom building is betng con­
structed facing the library, next to Lake Huron Hall, The in­
cremental design allows for quick and easy changes, a building 
feature likely to be greatly appreciated at a growing institution 
like Grand Valley.
The changes can be internal, such as moving a student, 
or external, like moving a TJC student.
The changes can be internal, such as moving a wall, or 
external, like adding on to the building.
An addition to the aaucsire i; already being planned. 
Funds for further construction have been requested in the 1976- 
77 Capital Outlay Budget Request.
There are $799,442 available for the building, the major­
ity of which will probably be used.
Total area of the building is approximately 20.000 square 
feet. The CAS language department and College IV will occupy 
much of the space. Faculty offices and the International Studies 
Institute will span most of the remaining area.
The architectural dnigi is by Allen B. Dow Associates of 
Midland, and the general con tract or is Gram and amociasn at 
Ckand Rapids.
Completion of construction is scheduled for January 1st. b a d e  o f the Incremental Building is fur from betng done.
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G VSC Parking Problems Should Have Cleared Long Ago
The Grand Valley community 
was assured last spring that ade­
quate parking facilities would be 
available for those who took the 
time to find them.
Planning Administer Robert 
Romkema and Chief-of-Police Purl 
Cobb referred to commuters as 
“ creatures of habit" who pull into 
the first parking lot that appears. 
They assured the commuter that 
finding a spot was only a matter of 
moving until one appeared. They 
said no new facilities were neces­
sary.
There are now 2,800 campus 
parking spaces for 7,300 G VSC 
students and staff. True not all stu­
dents commute, and not all stu­
dents are on campus at once.
But one quick glance around 
campus shows the real story. There 
are too many cars for the available 
space. The problem has reached 
such proportions that people are 
parking on the grass and cars have
even been observed parked on the 
pedestrian walkway between the
Ravine apartments and campus.
% r *
M A R IO N  C L A R K
Kditor:
He. Marion Clark’s letter in your 
Oct. 9 issue: Bravo! Someone hiu finally 
said it! While less courageous social com­
mentators address themselves to trivial 
issues like environmental pollution, politi­
cal corruption, the sterility of our social 
relations, etc., Marion gets right to the 
heart of the matter. What is really wrong 
with our society? It is none other than 
those "massive balls of hair", "sloppy 
sweaters" and torn blue jeans of the 
"slobs" whom Marion so eloquently 
assails in his fine letter. And not only 
docs he pinpoint the root of all our prob­
lems with rare perception, he offers us a 
moving vision of a better future: "Neatly 
dressed students, walking about the cam­
pus to their various classes,neat, well- 
groomed, a joy to look at, not only by 
me. but by each other." Oh, the profund­
ity, the nobility, the absolute high-mind- 
c-Jness of this image! It would be enough 
to send any self-respecting snappy-dress- 
cr into a swoon-if swoonirg were not so 
uncouth!
But that is not all, ladies and gentle­
men, Mahon’s incisive comment pierces 
even deeper! With a self-righteousness 
that rivals Jean Calvin's, he continues by 
correctly deploring the corruption of 
western culture by barbarian oriental cus­
toms: "playing wild sthnged instru­
ment!." "music imported from India," 
“yogi sitting" and the "contemplation of 
deep, mysterious thoughts."
Obviously, Mahon did none of this 
contemplating of deep thoughts before 
he wrote his letter! (God forbid!) It is 
moat appropriate! that he ends his uplift­
ing epistle with this exhortation: "Come 
down off it, or rather, come up out of it. 
You have a lot of learning to d a ..”
Kditor:
I v.'ould like to publicly thank the 
Lanthorn staff for their effort in comedy 
writing. Putting comedy in the "Letters 
to the Kditor" was a very unique idea. 
The funny name "Marion Clark” topped 
it all.
Like it aJot 
Ron Phillips
(Editor's note hoiks like Mr Chirk real 
ly do exist, Ronny.)
Kditor:
After reading the letter from one, 
Marion Clark, I quickly ran to the mirror, 
in an attempt to either confirm or deny 
his "facts".
Who scares the hell out of who? I be­
lieve it was I who was the more terrified, 
not him. I offer my most humble apolo­
gies.
I apologise for being poor and not 
being able to afford an Ivy League ward­
robe.
« I apologise for being born into an age 
where looks, and the length of your hair 
decree your place in society.
I apologise for having come to this 
accursed campus instead of Harvard, or 
Stanford, or the University of Straight­
ness.
I apologise for having chosen to he 
myself, instead of somebody clsc's idea 
of a good, clcancut, god fearing, straight, 
upper-class, coiiege intellectual.
And most of all I apologise for being 
born to this planet, where I, a veteran 
pacifist, am allowed to roam free and un­
chained to strike terror in the hearts of 
nice old men.
Richard G. Hcnrict
Kditor:
Your last editorial on "quality edu­
cation at GVSC" prompts me to write 
this letter. Measuring quality is indeed 
elusive, particularly in the absence of 
specifics. I have ^  practical suggestion for 
beginning to implement this matter of 
quality GVSC education. Why not have 
the Lanthorn, or the Student Congress, 
conduct a vote this fall to discover in 
the eyes of the students the quality 
professor at GVSC. as wdl as the quality 
administrator, and the quality student! 
Even though I find it hard to define it, 
1 know when 1 am confronted with a 
quality faculty person, or administrator, 
or student. After the election, feature 
articles could be written on these peo­
ple-why them are people of quality, and 
what makes them so in the eyes of stu-
The story is similar in other lots. 
People are parking along the en­
trance and exit driveways, thus lim­
iting the flow of traffic to one lane.
The space has at times-been so tight 
that a driver trying to leave a row 
has to jockey back and forth several 
times before his car is in position to 
make the turn.
This disruptive problem irritates 
motorists and the commuter often 
has no choice other than an illegal 
parking spot. With enrollment at an 
all time high, the promised “ open
parking space" is seldom available.
No immediate solutions are in 
sight, but it must be remembered 
that campus planners had a chance 
to ease the parking problems 
months ago. Improved bus service, 
better carpool planning and expan­
sion of existing parking space could 
all have been begun then. Instead, 
planners underestimated the cam­
pus parking problem.
Hopefully, they will take prompt 
steps to correct this underestima­
tion.
w i t h  B ob S ta n to n
Amidst all the talk of quality in education at Grand Valley, a national 
trend begs attention. Students arc looking on school as a means to a job more 
than as a rounded learning experience.
Consider the Saturday Review of 9/20/75.
"Top grades arc now being sought by students, nut as a reflection 
necessarily of their deep interest in a subject, but as an essential aid in 
getting into graduate schixil or in impressing personnel representatives of I 
large companies. Indeed, from one end of the country to the other, the] 
great college grade chase is the outstanding feature of college life today. 
The liberal arts have suffered in this competition with functional! 
studies.”
Trends like this one may result in fewer creative thinkers, who are cssen-| 
jtial to insure societal progress. Society depends on the creative intelligence toj 
provide it with new ideas. Just as an overly strong cocoon can become a coffin, 1 
so can an overly static society prevent emergence into better forms. Without] 
creation of these new forms (ideas), social evolution will halt. Such regression] 
portends national decay.
If we are to have quality in education, this defect must be recognized*] 
and guarded against. Quality in education docs not only mean that the separate] 
courses Ire constructed and taught well. It also means that the education as a] 
whole must be as rich and liberal as the experiences met in life.
Students deserve an education which is wide enough to be flexible in the I 
necessarily quick societal changes to come. Many people change occupations! 
many times. A narrow wedding to a single occupation has meant unemployment! 
to many others. Those who adjust most easily to change arc those whose educa-l 
turn is multi-faceted, just as mankind is.
It is time to ask: Arc we, as a school and as individuals, falling prey to a| 
narrow outlook concerning education? And arc we thus preparing ourselves toj 
b ^ lro n c w a th c ^ h a r^ re a t iv r^ o n tr ib u to r^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ jm ^ j^ U ^
v
quality, but I like even more concrete improving quality at GVSC. but why not 
ways at getting at the basic issues. Hope- have students lead the way in this “quali- 
fully, such a vote would help us focus in ty education" year? 
directions we want to move in improving
quality GVSC education. Erv Bodc
I think administration and faculty do Campus Ministry’
have a responsibility for examining and Lake Huron Hall. 262
w o r n
C The lanthorn is tha weakly stu­dent publication of tha Grand Vat-
O ley Stata Collegia. Editorials are tha opinions of tha writers on tha paper's staff and do not nacassarily 
rapraaant tha official policies of tha 
CoHagn or tha studant body.
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College Paper Recycl ing  Drive Is In Full S w i  ng
BY DOUG GUTHRIE 
The Waste Not paper recycling 
program is now in full operation on the 
Grand Valley Campus
The project is a method of recy­
cling high qualits white paper usually 
disposed of.
Shade Information Services is the 
parent company who founded this 
system. "Our company came here and 
offered a complete system ol recycling," 
said Shade Representative Barbara
Biechlcr.
The Board of Control approved 
the Shade pioposal in Octol>er of I‘>74 
anil the Urban Environmental Studies 
Institute handled the summer term 
pilot program.
The campus organization which 
now coordinates the project is headed 
by CAS student Bill DeWitt "This
summci the pilot program went real 
well." said DeWitt. "This fall we gave 
most of the employees our paper savers". 
The paper savers arc white plastic con 
tamers which resemble napkin holders 
The re-use cycle for quality 
bond paper is: I- The paper is placed 
in a paper saver until the paper saver 
is full 2- i he paper saver :s dumped into 
a central collection box in each depart­
ment. 3- The Riant Department picks up 
the paper from the central boxes and 
stores it until there is at least five tons of 
waste paper. 4- The Shade Company 
pass the Colleges $50 per ton and trucks 
the paper to Green Bay, WKTonsin 
where it is rcpulpcd through a process 
called Hydropulping. 5- l.ater it be­
comes new high quality paper.
The Shade Company’s main line 
of products is recycled paper products
such as computer cards and business 
forms.
"The big deal here is in saving 
on energy and pollution." says Biechlcr 
explaining why only high qualitv white 
paper is acceptable. Dyed and lower 
quality papers take more energy and are 
more polluting to repulp.
Items which are unacceptable for 
th- Waste Not program are
- Carbon tissue
- Glue
-’Glossy or coated paper 
Colored or dyed paper 
Newsprint
Paper -Clips or Rubber Bands
(Staples are alright)
"Your Clear Hooter is printed 
on colored paper and is therefore of 
no use to our program," said Biechlcr
Calvin College will begin the 
Waste Not program in October some 
time «
Germ an Club’s October Festival W ill Begin Soon
BY BARBARA NEUMANN
The German Club meets again! 
GVSC German Club met Wednesday, Oc­
tober 8; did the usual business stuff and 
made tentative plans for the year. Next 
meeting is Friday, October 17, at noon in 
the Foreign language Center, l.akc Su­
perior Hall. At that time, a video tape of 
Der Hast Hut Immer Recht, a comedy 
produced by the club last year will be 
shown. All interested arc cordially in­
vited to attend.
Next, Oktoberfest! Beer has been 
the national drink of Germany beyond
memory. German beer drinking reaches 
its apotheosis in the October ‘Beer Fest’ 
in Munich. This Bacchanalian festival was 
founded in 1810 to celebrate the mar­
riage of Crown Prince l.udwig of Bavaria. 
It now draws as many as 10 million visi­
tors from Germany and abroad. What 
they get is a beery bash to end all beery 
bashes, relieved only by mountains of 
food, amusement park rides and shooting 
and gambling booths. Munich's great fair­
ground, the Thcrcsienwicse (named after 
Ludwig's bride) is crowded with enor­
mous tncts, in which people drink sur­
prising quantities of beer from huge
earthenware steins which may hold up 
to 1/2 gallon. These are carried about by 
buxom "Macdchcn."
Outside, oxen arc roasted whole over 
open fires. In addition, "Stcckerl Fisch” 
(a variety of small fish, impaled on a 
wooden spit and roasted over a fiery 
trench), “Brathaendl (spit-roasted 
chicken) and innumerable "Wurstc" helps 
to provide a solid foundation for the 
beer. The music of Bavarian street bands, 
dressed in short “Lederhosen," gets 
louder and more insistent, and the faces 
glow redder with beer and the uninhibi­
ted carnival spirit.
Obviously, all this is beyond the 
resources of our campus organization. 
But in the same spirit, we arc scheduling 
an Oktoberfest, 8 pm Saturday, October 
25. Cost is $2. A full "Deutsches" dinner 
will be served with imported "Wein and 
Bier," "Music" and games. ‘‘Ccniuct- 
lichkeit" and general hilarity will pre­
vail, or else! We arc requesting that at­
tendance be restricted to those seriously 
interested in German.
Reservations must be made by noon, 
Friday, October 24. Contact any German 
club member or Louise Whalen, extension 
203, room 210, Lake Superior Hall.
Psych Workshop Meets
BY GARY HOFFMASTER
A workshop for graduate study in 
psycholog)- will be held Thursday. Octo­
ber 16 in the Campus Center. The work­
shop, sponsored by the CAS Psychology 
department, begins at 4 pm in the third- 
floor south conference room.
Psycholog)- and counseling depart­
ment members will answer questions 
about admission procedures, graduate 
school curricula, and career planning in 
psychology. Hints on how to gain accept­
ance by graduate schools will be offered.
Caroline Cascini, Psychology depart­
ment secretary, emphasizes the need for 
students to plan early for graduate work. 
“It's never too early to apply. Students 
need to start thinking about graduate 
study in their junior year," she says.
Adding to the importance of early 
application is the stiff competition for 
jobs among graduate students in psychol­
ogy. According to the Graduate Study in 
Psychology 1975-1976, “There may be 
10 applications for each of the new grad­
uate students in psychology.”
The workshop will last as long as 
there are questions.
0
WJC Students Join Bicentennial
BY BILL PITSCH
The William James College Urban En­
vironmental Studies Program is working 
with the Blue Ribbon Committee, a 
group of civic leaden from Allendale, to 
choose an appropriate Bicentennial design 
theme for the community.
WJC instructor Ron Poitras reported 
the class will provide the community with 
an identity, preserving the heritage which 
has encompassed the historical, tradi­
tional, philosophical and present day ele­
ments of the community.
The daas will desist signs and store 
fronts possibly displaying a Dutch or 
Grand R im  theme he said.
The Blue Ribbon Committee will
have final approval but tne tncme will 
incorporate the Grand Valley colleges 
into the community history, Poitras 
said.
“ Rosalyn Muskovitz and myself 
felt the college is always asking something 
from the community and we felt this 
would be a good way t r  repay it." he 
said.
Members of the Blue Ribbon Com­
mittee are; Keith Baker. James DcHom. 
Lois Elzinga. Alice Frase. Gerald Gem- 
men. Richard Hanson. Roger Lemmon, 
Carol Heuveiman. Karen Mulder. James 
Ponshair, Irene Stellard. Nancy Torno,
and John VanHuiacn.
Radical
Econ Group Forms
BY DAVE KIN I IGii
The Radical Economic Group held it’s first meeting I ri 
day. Oct. 1H. with seventeen students forming the nucleus of the 
group.
Chris Grafas, one of the organizers, expressed satisfaction 
at the turnout. She said. "We never expected this many students 
to turn up ai our first meeting, especially when our publicity got 
all fouled up and the Clear Hooter didn't carry any notice of the 
meeting."
Professor Kenny Zapp explained that the focus of the new 
group would be on the wide spectrum of economic thought, 
though they will have a decidedly Marxist approach. "One of our 
purposes in organizing is to offer students an alternative to the 
economic crap that is coming out of Washington these days." said 
Zapp.
The group plans to meet at J PM every other Friday in 
the Campus Center's ^ r t  Gallery, with the ncx meeting sche­
duled for Oct. 24. Anyone interested in more information is invit­
ed to contact Chris Grafas or Prof. Kenny Zapp
One of the lighter moments of the meeting came when 
Zapp asked about the absence of Marxist economist and TJC 
faculty member, Shane Mage. Campus Punster. Prof. Jim Thomp­
son chirped. "He must be LEFT."
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
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Desperate College Students Find That Term Pbpers Are Still For Sale In Maryland
BY ANTHONY SCHMITZ
A company selling research papers in 
Maryland did its homework well enough 
to have a state law banning the sale of 
term papers overthrown in a Maryland 
Circuit Court this summer.
The law-matched by similar statutes 
in a dozen other states—prohibited any­
one from selling assistance in preparing 
term papers that were required for a col­
lege degree. The maximum penalty for 
violating the law was a $l<H>0 fine or six 
months in jail.
The term paper sale ban was ruled 
unconstitutional in the court test, with 
a Circuit Court judge ruling that the law 
was too broad and didn’t require that the 
seller have knowledge of what the re­
search paper was to be used for. The law , 
the court ruled, made the seller responsi­
ble for whatever use the paper was put to.
Harry Raymond, the research sales­
man, has since left the business but 
Assistant State's Attorney Wallace Klidc 
has filed an appeal to a higher Maryland 
court. Kildc claims that a number of re­
search firms still haunt the College Park 
area near the University of Maryland and 
he still wants a definitive ruling on the 
law to route them out if possible.
The Maryland law is similar to 
statutes in New York, California, Vir 
ginia, Pennsylvania, Massachusetts, Ohio 
and a handful of other states which ban 
the sale of term papers. Two years ago 
Boston Universtiy made successful use of 
the Massachusetts law and obtained the 
names of students using illegal term pa­
per services. Some students using the 
term paper service were dismissed from 
school, while others had grades lowered
'BOOKSW AP' 
used paperbacks 
4360 South Division 
(new, larger location)
FriHO -5 
1 0 - 3
R ES EA R C H
Thousands of Topics
Ssnu tor your up-to-date, ISO 
pap, mail ordar catalog. Encioee 
$1.00 to covar pot ta p  and 
handMna.
RESEARCH ASSISTANCE, INC.
11322 IDAHO AYE., # 2CS 
LOS ANGELES, CALIF.*90026 
(213) 477-6474
Our taaaarch papan ara told for 
rch purpoaai only
in courses for which they had purchased 
papers.
But advertisements for research as­
sistance can still be found in student 
newspapers across the country. An un­
identified spokesman for Collegiate Re­
search Systems, a California-based 
research assistance firm, said that the 
laws are nothing but harassment of busi­
nesses that should he protected under the 
First Amendment guarantee of freedom 
of speech.
Collegiate Research and other firms 
run disclaimers in their advertisements
stating that they don’t offer their pro­
ducts as finished papers, the spokesman 
said. They “simply provide research” at 
$2.75 to $7.50 per page “and then it’s 
the student's prerogative in deciding how 
to use it."
"You can use or misuse anything, 
just as you could go to the library and 
copy out of a textbook for a term paper. 
But we should he given equal protection 
under free speech just as a library 
would," the spokesman claimed.
Collegiate Research keeps a file of 
"a couple thousand" papers and a stable 
of free-lance writers who do original re­
search on demand. All of their writers 
must have a bachelors degree and most 
hold a masters degree. Writers arc usually 
given a maximum of one week to finish 
a ten page paper.
Another California firm advertises 
"thousands of topics" at $2 75 a page in 
their 160-page catalogue. A Research 
Assistance advertisement claims their re­
search material “ is sold for research assist­
ance only not as a finished academic 
product.”
Although a representative sad the
firm supplies research work to businesses 
as well as students, it has been hurt by 
association with companies only pro­
viding finished term papers to students. 
Because of this, some student papers 
refuse to accept their ads, representa­
tives cLimcd.
The Collegiate Research spokesman 
claimed that harassment of research firms
has been instigated by pressure from the 
academic community on politicians. They 
arc “hypocrites,” he claimed, "who could 
care less about the Constitution." They 
may be morally indignant, he said, but
they don’t have a legal foot to stand on.
In Maryland, State’s Attorney Klidc 
said he recognized the freedom of speech 
issue involved in cases involving research 
assistance firms, but added that "to write 
term papers and sell them to someone 
else is defrauding the community and the 
state. What is a degree worth then?”
He called the First Amendment 
rights argument used by research houses 
"specious” and said that a logical conclu­
sion of it would be to provide under­
privileged students with money so they 
could buy prepared papers and compete 
with wealthier students who could hire 
professionals.
0 ?
WHY, GOVERNOR 
BROWN, NICE OF 
YOU D  CALL!
z
MR . PRESIDENT, I  
PONTWANTTDTAKE UP 
ANY OF YOUR TIME, OUT I  DIP 
WANT TO THANK YOU FOR ¥0UR 
REMARKS FOLLOWING YOUR 
RECENT TRIPS TO CALIFORNIA.. 
»  f
WERE ALL &  
APT TERRIBLY 6RATEFUL 
"  THAT YOU POINTED OUT
THAT THE ACTIONS OEMS. MOORE 
AND MS. FR0MME IN NO WAY 
REFLECTED THE SENTIMENTS 
OF MOST CALIFORNIANS/
r
g&i&r
" SO YOU 
AGREE THEY 
WERE AN UN­
REPRESENTATIVE 
MINORITY...
YES, Sir —  
YOU'LL NOTICE 
THE WHOLE
crowd own
OPEN FIRE.
*33,500,000
U n c l a i m e d
^ c l t o f l a r s l i i p s
Over $33,500,000 unclaimed scholarships, grants, aids, and 
fellowships ranging from $50 to $10,000. Current list of 
these sources researched and compiled as of Sept. 15, 1975.
UNCLAMED SCHOLARSHIPS
11275 Massachusetts Ave., Los Angeles, CA 90025 
□  I am enclosing $9.95 plus $1.00 for postage and handling.
H I  p a i t p  m i n u  ' u n n n  m a n n p i a *  a a a a *  «»a>
I t l c m o c  n u o n  v u u n  u u n n e m  lk> i u r
i UNCLAMED SCHOLARSHIP SOURCES TO:
1 I
II|  r-WiUi «  M
I
May Folk* Tur geck sloTP jJiUtmr Uf>
Htngim PkuferS
w ith  o r  w ithout V l i n t s
Name.
City. .State.J (California residents pleas* add 6% tales tax.)
I
-Zip.
a i a b s  j
“CATCH-22 became 
the novel of the 
’60a. Now Heller has 
provided the novel 
of the'70s. —PMlfdtlpMt Inquirtfj
AT G.V.S.C. BOOKSTORE 
NOW!!
romocr TMffiMmrr Ksnaun
0 F 1 K V E M M * * M m flC K !ttS
0
SomETHinG
jJRPPEnED
CflTGH-22
JOSEPH HELLER
l
October 16, 1975
Wed. Oct. 22 at 3:15 and 8:15 Tor $1.25 in 
the Campus Center Multi-purpose room.
The Centennial Lecture Series
of
Calvin College
•
Technocracy: 
Undreamed Abilities, 
Unknown Powers
October 16 Dr Chad Walsh
"To  Warn the Sorcerer's Apprentice"
October 30 D r Joseph RychJak
"Scientific Behavioral Contr 4: Technology or Teleology"
November 13 D r V living Anderson
"Genetic Engineering: W ho Can Handle It?"
November 20 D r I John Hesselinli
"Christ's Church: Can It Face Technocracy?"
AN lectures begin at • pm in the Fine Arts Center Auditorium.
m d may be purchased at die lectures, or 
VanderWetp Hafts' desk, the Sociology of»at the
ifc  ■ M l . t n n i  I f i M i n a l f i  a i l l # a  S o  t k a
Ubrary Basement, or the English 109 office, in Rm 200A of the 
Fine Arts Center. Single lectures cost $1 at the door.
Dialogue:
W ITH  T H E  C O U N S E L IN G  C E N T E R
162 Commons, ext. 268 
Grand Valley Stats Colleges
1 \ o t t  On College and Q n r r \
In refuting recent suggestions (published and unpublished) concerning 
the doubts of the value of a college education, the U S. Dept ofl abor has pro 
videti the following statistics regarding the unemployed 
15 2% have I -j years of high school,
9.1% have 4 years of high school;
6.9% have 1 -3 years of college; and 
2.9% have 4 or more years of college.
ASSUMP TION A college education docs provide more possibility for employ ­
ment.
Theory and research suggest that career development is a process span 
nmg one’s entire life time, that it can he guided and facilitated through the pro­
vision of appropriate experiences and that the entire process encompasses a 
number of well-defined, developmental tasks. These tasks include: scif-vonccpt 
formation (Who am I?), self-other differentiation (Mow am I different from 
others?), integration (How do I fit with my society and the world of work?), 
exploration (What ’s out there?), commitment (How willing am I to pursue a cer­
tain course or goal?), recognition of personal competencies (What can I do? 
What arc my strengths and liabilities?), independence, and implementation (How 
do I accomplish that which I’ve planned?).
The choice of one’s career is viewed by many as an essential component 
of one’s existence. Career, defined as both vocational and avocational pursuits, 
provides a means of personal identification, a life purpose, a reason for schooling 
and a satisfaction with sell. Despite this generally accepted necessity of making a 
carccr-choicc. the accomplishment of the various developmental tasks is becom 
mg an increasingly difficult and overwhelming burden, l ast-moving technologi­
cal changes, the ever changing nature of the work-world, the unstable economic 
conditions of the 1970’s, and the tremendous wealth of information make the 
process of developing a career identity, a challenging and complicated iask.
To facilitate this process of accurate self-description, acquisition of 
knowledge of the work-world, selection anil rejection of well-defined life values, 
commitment to one of many diverse life styles, and educational planning for 
career futures, the Counseling and Srudenr Development Center considers the 
career arena to be one of several major functions for university academic and 
support personnel.
J  l or the Fall Quarter, in an effort to provide appropriate career-related
experiences, the C & S I) C has scheduled several non-credit, FREE workshops 
for GVSC students. These include: a Decision -Making droop designed to pro­
mote expertise in decision-making strategics and techniques, stimulate guided 
exploratory activities, and encourage commitment to planned and realistic life/ 
carccr/educational goals. A Career Planrung Workshop for first ami second year 
students who arc undecided about an area of academic study and a l ife Planning 
Workshop designed to involve participants in the process of determining their 
own futures through fantasy trips, role stripping, role assumption, 
and goal setting arc scheduled. Vocational Preference Inventory group interpre­
tation sessions arc also being conducted.
The Counseling Center also offers individual career counseling help; apti­
tude, personalia, and interest ascssmcnt; and career jnd educational informa­
tion resources. Come in and sec us or give us a call.
Watson Joins CAS
BY BETTY MATTSON
Dr. I^wrcnce J. (Larry) Watson is 
joining the Environmental Science Dept, 
of CAS this fall as geography professor, 
lie will be teaching a new course "Intro- 
ducrion to Geographic Thought," clima­
tology, introduction to environmental 
science, and some laboratory section of 
other ES courses. Other geography 
courses will be developed and the de­
partment may offer a minor in geo­
graphy in the future.
With an extensive teaching back­
ground from elementary through college 
levels, Dr.Watson received his M.A. from 
Chicago State University in Geography 
and his Ph. D. from University of Old* 
horns in Biogeography. He has done 
research in remote sensing and acoustic 
ndar, especially with application of 
studying migrating birds.
"Tiny Ticks arc Disease-carrying 
Tigers" is an article he had published 
in a July issue of Orbit, the Sunday 
magazine of Sunday Oklahoman, a 
newspaper He has also submitted arti­
cles to professional journals.
A member of Sierra Club, who are 
opposed to blind "progress’’ without 
planning. Dr. Watson also enjoys sail­
ing, nature photography, archery, avia­
tion. and travel.
Originally from the Chicago m u, 
Dr. Watson, his wife and three children 
are now living in Jcnison. He finds the 
GVSC area to be environmentally at­
tractive. big enough without being too 
big. and likes the up-to-date facilities 
of the college.
"Michigan is currently at the cross­
roads in environmental planning." he 
states. "It is very important now before 
conditions go beyond the recovery 
stage."
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S E X U A L  LIBERATION PROCESS SLOW ER DOW N S O U TH
BY SUKRWOOD ROSS 
Second of a three part series
By and large, though, there is general 
agreement that maintaining a virginal sta­
tus on campus is a losing cause. One i8 
year-old Northwestern girl, Donna, 
summed up the matter in these words 
" The majority of girls on this campus arc 
not virgins, I guess, hut I think there are a 
lot of us. Virgins arc put in a position of 
being on the defensive I don’t like some­
one who isn’t a virgin attacking mc--and 
this hanncnii-saying. ‘We!!, whv don 'trr* / c* * /
brought up admiring the Southern belle. 
That’s what their mothers were, that's 
what they want their sisters to be and 
they don’t want to admit they’re dating 
anyone who has slept with three or four 
other boys.-That's a whore!" Expressing 
admiration for northern coeds who have 
more sexual freedom, Melissa said, "I 
think that would be great. But in the 
South, you’d be a social outcast, a joke, a 
whore. Nobody would take you to a 
party or out in public.”
Another Ole Miss coed said her
fiance Invited her to spend the night in
you give it up?' "
At the University of Mississippi, sex­
ual attitudes appeared to be far more con­
servative than at the other schools stud­
ied Girls having a heterosexual affair arc 
not apt to boast of it. Moreover, the 
"good girl bad girl” distinction apparent­
ly wiped out at big northern universities 
persists at Ole Miss, "Girls here don't talk 
about sex. they talk about marriage," 
says 21 year-old Melissa "The attitude is, 
'I'm totally ignorant, but from what I 
hear about sex, you're going to have a 
good time (after marriage) ' " She added, 
"I don’t think they're scared of sex; they 
arc more afraid of what their roommates 
might think of them "
She explained the conservative atti 
tude by saying. "Boys here have been
his dorm and. although both wanted sex, 
they abstained from intercourse. Her 
fiance told her while escorting her home 
at two A.M., "I would thought were 
cheap to spend the night."
Up north, it's another story. At Vas 
sar, 18-year-old Julia remarked, ‘‘Most 
people I know have had more sexual ex­
perience than I have One of my friends 
had 37 lovers her freshman year Some 
were crummy, some were good; she real 
ly cares about people. One guy I know 
has 44 lovers marked on his calendar ”
If Julia is correct in her belief that 
her friends arc more sexually active, it is a 
wonder any studying is being done. Julia 
admits to having been in four “menage ./
'trots" situations, at times with two men 
and also with another woman and a male
i is r in iH s  R i n  Is  B u t
BY DAVE WALKER
Little-noticed but heavily used, the Music Listening Room 
is one of the various services available at the GVSC Campus 
Center. Located at the north-west corner of the Center, the room 
is equipped with tape recorders, headphones, jacks, and comfort­
able chairs.
No accurate tally of the number of people using the room 
was available due to the newness of the staff and the lack of inter­
est on anyone’s part before this article. When asked, student 
employee Mark Jones said, ‘‘Wow...a lot. All I can tell you is that 
the machines are full most of the day." An unidentified student 
commented. '*! spend a lot of time in here, and it seems to be the 
busiest between noon and 3 PM, and 6 PM to 8 PM".
Although the selections available at the Room range from 
hard rock Arcosmith to classical Tchaikovsky, judging from the 
cards on the tape recorders, rock rules and other items such as 
classical and Gentle Giant gather dust.
When asked about Faculty and staff usage Jones said that 
a few members of that body had been observed using the room, 
but not on a regular basis.
Rules at the center are ample: anyone may use the center 
to study, sleep, talk, or whatever, as long as they can produce a 
valid GVSC ID and refrain from bending the equipment.
The room is open Monday through Thursday from 10 AM 
to 9 30 PM; Friday from 10 AM to 11 PM. Saturday from noon
^ t t j ^ ^ h ^ ^ d S u n d a ^ f r o m ^ o o f M jn u U ^ T l^ P J ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^
lover simultaneously. "I've made it with 
two other women at the same time. too. 
Group sex is really more interesting. It 
goes on much longer; you pace yourself 
differently The last session I was in­
volved in lasted 12 hours. One went on 
for nine There’s a lot to do," Julia said.
She also recalled satisfying a male 
lover who wanted to be tied up and 
beaten. "We compromised," she said. 
"I poured chicken soup on him."
NEXT WEEK;
FREEDOM OR PROMISCUITY?
Pie Prompts Battery Charge
It used to be funny when the university's dullest pro­
fessor got a pie in the face dunng last year’s pie throwing fad. 
It wasn't very funny, however, when a professor chased a pic 
thrower out of the classroom and pressed battery charges 
against him.
But last month the pie thrower got off the hook tempo­
rarily when a Kansas District Court jury couldn't make up its 
mind. The case against James Dillard, a Kansas University (KU) 
student who hit a psychology professor on the leg with a pic, 
ended in a hung jury.
David Homes said he pressed charges against Dillard be­
cause Dillard interrupted his class and hurt the image of KU.
Dillard said he threw the pic "in good fun" and because 
Holmes’ class offered him $20 to make the hit.
Another trial may be started in November.
J Geils Rocked Do]
The Dome was rocking Sunday night 
to one of the best rock and roll shows to 
come through Grand Valley in some time 
(much better than the recent Acrosmith 
performance).
The show was opened by a local 
act. The Beverage Brothers, who did an 
adequate but uninspired set of Southern 
style rock. The band had potential but 
I'd suggest they lay off the brew before 
the show next time.
UFO was next on the bill. The 
British based rock and rqll band is the 
kind of band that's not bad to use as an 
opener. There was nothing spectacular 
or enlightening about their performance, 
but they did good^ straight ahead rock 
with a flashy show to match.
Then came the night’s headliners; 
“The Boston Boogie Band", J.Geils. 
Sunday night marked the fourth time 
I've seen them. The last time was last 
November in Detroit's Cobo Hall. On 
that occasion the band was not together, 
lacking the drive for which they arc 
known, and most of the arrangments 
of their tunes didn't even sound like 
rock and roll.
After that I was hardly anticipating 
their performance at Grand Valley. 
Things have apparently charged with the 
J. Geils Band as they gave a superb con­
cert Sunday night. Unfortunately, the 
mix coming out of the PA wasn't very 
good. 1 think a lot of people must have 
had a hard time really enjoy ing the show 
because of it.
Running from the back of the hall 
up the steps and right out unto the stage 
the band came, and transfered that
energy into S show that wouldn’t quit.
The set was a pleasant combination 
of new material from their ‘‘Hotline" 
album and their familiar standars like 
"Whammer Jammer," ‘‘Lookin' for 
Love,” and "Must of Got Lost."
Lead singer Peter Wolf was in top 
form in voice and stage presence, con­
stantly strutting, dancing, and spewing 
his "street jive" in between songs
Kandy Jo Hobbs impressed me Sun­
day night as one of the best drummers in 
the business, laying down a rock solid 
rthym for the rest of the band
The entire band was together Sunday 
night working as one. I was really im­
pressed by how the breaks in their songs 
were so tight, particularly "Detroit Break­
down."
The band finished the set with a 
favorite, “House Party," leaving an 
obviously pleased audience.
Once again running from the rear of 
the hall, they took the stage and did 
their biggest single. "Give it to Me." This 
left the audience almost as fired up as 
the band.
Answering the applause and the calls 
for more, they came out again and did 
one of their old standards, “First I Look 
at the Purse."
No matter how you look at it the J. 
Geils Band was good and very profes­
sional A year ago their stage show ap­
peared to be sloppy and falling apart. 
They have now rebuilt it to a top notch 
crowd plcising show which is amazing 
I think pianist Seth Just man summed up 
their show Sunday night best when after 
their second encore he came off the 
stage, smiled, and said “Whew!"
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" O m n i - s f r u c l u p e Z
»t
BY PAM K U R T / M A N
Have you ever wondered what was 
being constructed in the grass area be­
tween the Fine Arts Center and the l.akc 
Michigan Hall parking lot just north of 
Campus Drive?
The First solar structure in Western 
Michigan is being built on campus by 
approximately 20 students. Kighteen 
months ago Rod Bailey (WJC faculty 
member) received a grant from the Na­
tional Science Foundation to research 
solar energy. During the Fall Term of 
1974 a solar collection and storage sys­
tem was designed; and students mom- 
tered two different water medium solar 
pan's determining which was more effi­
cient.
From this course and research 
evolved an Omni-structure class taught by 
Bob VanDyke and Rod Bailey. The task 
was to design a one-room building with 
ooo feet of floor space, to be portable 
and flexible in function. The class decid­
ed to call it "The Pyramid”.
Funds were made available by Pres­
ident Lubbers who provided $5000.00,
w  \  BASIL 
RATH BONE
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B e a t t y  M c h o t a o n
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Sherlock Holmes 
Greatest Adventure
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GAM ES, P U ZZE LS  
B A C K G A M M O N , C H ESS 
C R iB B A G E
and the Student Activities Allocation 
Committee who gave $3000.00, as well as 
donations from other sources. Construc­
tion then began with the help of Bob 
Fansler, Director of Plant Improvement.
Mow will it work? There will be two 
banks of five solar panels each flanking 
the structure. The sun’s fays heat the 
water circulating through copper tubing 
This copper tubing is fixed behind 
thermo-pane glass encased within a wood­
en box. Water is then heated to a certain 
temperature, at which time a pump cir­
culates water into a storage tank or 
directly to an air-handler to heat or cool 
the building. The storage tank can hold 
only three days of heat, thus whenever 
there arc three consecutive days of cloud­
iness, an auxiliary electric heating system 
is used.
One disadvantage for the experimen­
tal project is geographical area (.rand 
Rapids receives less then I BO days of sun 
per year. I here is no set deadline for the 
completion of the structure, since winter 
is approaching.
A V A L O N  H IL L , C O N F L IC T , SPI 
M IL IT A R Y  GAM ES
10% DISCOUNT
T O  S T U D E N T S  & S T A F F  W ITH  I.D. 
O L D  W O R LD  V IL L A G E  M A L L  
4 4 T H &  C L Y D E  PAR K G .R . 
(just off Us 131)
KALPAKA IMPORTS
Unusual lift itims
FROM INDIA
ui mm m m u
W ED, T H U R , FR I, 6-10 
S A T. 10 - 10,  SUN  12 6
534 3464
m u s iM iH H iiq u f lo n m f
Browse in the shade 
of the Celestial Iree
-Hishi and courquoise jeejelry- 
-Hand painted bead necklaces- 
-Long, hand tie dyed scarfs-
- Beautiful throw rugs-
- Complete line of plints-
ttours
Mon thru I hurs IO am to 6 pm 
l-'ri Ik Sat 10 am to 9pm
C'othing fronrlndia (rfiore on the way)- 
tangirtg lamps with hand carved bead trim- 
' (and woven wool jackets w/silk linings—
- Beautiful colorful wall hangings from India-
3 395 Plainfield N I
('.rand Rapids 
(Next to Eberhards)
, T . t , T , 1 . T ; 1 , T , 1 ,  J  , 1 , 1mm
Oct c3 , fifuK*
fatteye (idet
$ 2 0 0  adveutee
$230 a td w i
j A  j / t A * *
I V '
w  i r y  %
Came 
The Stranger
STARTS 900N
$ BRRCmn $ —  4
REGULARLY MEN $4.00
LA0ICS 
COUPLES
VltH THIS A O -A K Y  SHOW
CALVINIST CADDITT COUNCIL
Ticket* Sold at Zondervan* 
or Calvin Collage Beekstere
N EED  M ORE IN FO . 
Cell: 677-1400 9-12 only
Bill: Warren Po$t 
12206 24tfi Awe. 
Marne, M l.
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Grand MaNey State Colleges
PRcmuR jerks
WALTER CRONKITE
I
Oct. 25 8 PM 
GVSC DOME 
Adv. $2.50 Door $3.50
Tickets available at the Campus Center Con­
cession stand or at Steketee's, downtown 
or Eastbrook Mall stores.
A DOZEN REASONS FOR LIVING AT
CAMPUS
VIEW
1. spacious apartm en ts
2. ample parking
3. m any rental options
d  i n r i i i / i r i a i o l  I a a o a a
■ ■ BUM! V IMMHB n9aot79
5. furnished or unfurnished]
6 . air -co n d itio n in g
7. sound control
8. enclosed pool
_ & social area
9 . p ro m p t m aintenance
10. shopping next door
11. close to  cam pus
12. laundry room s in
each bldg, 
call 8 9 5 -6 6 7 8  or
space avilal 149-6777 [
C COMMUNITY AFFAIRS
; 4 '
• • - , , . ■ * ' •
w ith 'J o h n  R o d r ig u ez
The Mexican-American child is often looked upon as a product of rural 
culture, a product of one who was and remains a poor human being who lacks edu­
cation and will remain uneducated
The Mexican-American child is often accused of being an individual who 
lacks motivation llow can educators begin to educate people they do not adequate­
ly understand and have subsequently burdened with negative stereotypes? Conse­
quently, the major portion of the time, the Mexican-American is not given equal 
educational opportunities. The process is one of educators interacting with a set of 
stereotypes which hurt, and even more important, condition Mexican-Americans to 
believe that these "stereotypic" characteristics arc true. It should be understood 
that this lack of motivation and low aspira'ion are not Mexican cultural values. 
They are traits which occur when people have beer, degraded, dehumanized, and 
stereotyped to the point that they fulfill the prophecy, thus they are forced to 
isolate and separate themselves from a system which knows how to hurt, and will 
continue hurting.
There should be a development of programs designed to meet the special 
educational needs of children of limitcd-Kngiish-spcaking ability in schools having a 
high concentration of such children If such programs were abundantly distributed 
throughout the nation’s school systems, the high dropout rate of this minority- 
race would diminish. Mexican-American children bring with them their own needs, 
and problems They have a strong desire to gain knowledge, but need help from 
trained Bi-I.ingual Educators. "Bi lingualism should be accepted as a blessing—not 
a problem It must be cultivated, not neglected."
There is a large- need for Bi-I.mgual Education and Educators in the U.S. 
school systems where a degree of Mexican-American students are found. Qualified 
teachers who are trained to cope with these students’ problems such as the con­
flict of learning the English language, and more Mexican literature, literature
which they can relate to. For example, Mexican-American children will learn about 
the history of Mexico and how it relates to their present situation as Mexican 
Americans American literature courses are to be revised to include the chronicles 
of the Spanish Southwest as part of the literary heritage of Mexican Americans.
WEIRD BEARDS
03585 Lake Michigan Drive, N.W.
Ona Mila Eact of GVSC on the Banks of tha Grand River
"It's Only Natural" ,
Open Daily Noon Till Midnight
FREE DELIVERY 677— 9525
MONDAY-SATURDAY. 8PM-12PM SUNDAY, 5PM-I2PM
GRAND VALLEY AND A LEND A EE AREA $3 Minimum
/. 9 “ Cheese Pizza Si. 75 items .25 ea
2. 12” Cheese Pizza 2.75 items .35 ea
3. 16” Cheese Pizza 4 75 Items .50 ea
4. Pizza Sub Ham, Mozerella Cheese, Tomato Sauce
SI.50
5. Meat Sub Ham, Salami, Swiss Cheese, l.ettuce.
Tomato, Mayo SI.50
6. Veg Sub Sprouts, Tomato, Mushrooms, Onion,
Green Pepper, Mozerella Cheese, Olive Oil SI .50
Fresh JUICES, Ice Cream, Shakes, Smoothies, Encilladas, Bagels, .Salads 
Pool I able AstroHockey
Saturday Nights-Open Jam Session-ALL MUSICIANS INVITEd I
Midnight, October 31st, Halloween 
Jack*o-lantern and Costume Contests 
Over $100 in Prizes
LI EMS: Double Cheese, Sprouts, Mushrooms, Olives,
Onions, Green Peppers, Tomato, Avocado, Ham,
Pepperont, Italian Sausage
tesiurihg borne-made white or 100% stone 
ground whole wheat pizza crusts and fresh home 
grown vegetables.
THIS AO IB A COUPON GOOD FOR 
1 Five Quart of Freeh FI 
OR
1 Free M m . Bottle af Cake with i
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ODD I n M B
R e c o rd  SAcyane *****
s# GREAT
ONLY!
( special Utfer
Moire a/ cw^  379
and More!
all CUT-OUTS
<3»£H /2^r
USED not*
OA/LV 1.15
8 9 5 -4 9 6 6
<?/7 A t~ ¥ 5
i L  -t h e  s i a n  o t LLi & G a t /
herbiehancock
man-child D anT ow lherx  ( aptun'd An fidincluding
Moarttooat/ThoTrWtor Son Tomb 
Steppm In It HwvgUpYouf Heog Up* M »il  Tim* 'B»4ow Tb* StMUcm OW Tim
' ' C O c o a T ^ a r t  g a r f t j n k e l  
b r e a k a w a yRAMSEY LEWIS
DON’T  IT  FEELGOOD tnctudtrvg
My Littt* Town
10otyH * , . E , . . F o r W "  
Looting For T**R>0'
B*|i*v* (W »*nlf»njn>f^
including°»» FromMMito*SpKtor M*n/C*nFiMiBN* Function
Something About You Or»*
B*ItWlMTh* WorldThatb Th* Way Ot
L im i t e d  Q u a n t t e s  on s w -
^PAR TY STORE
BEER & WINE
AND PARTY NEEDS
WESTERN MICHIGAN’S
LAMEST SELBSTISRS ST 
■METIS ft BSMSTIS 
SEES ft WMBS
Phone — 895 * 6895
G .V .L .
PARTY S TO R E  
4963 Lk. M ICH. Dr.
Next to
G .V .L .
M—45
L -ms
SPECIAL
RIN G DAY
TUESDAY 
O C T  21,1976  
10:00a.m. -  6 :00p.m .
CAMPUS BOOKSTORE
ORDER YOUR COLLEGE RING
The John Roberts College Ring Specialist 
will be here to help you select the ring 
thet is Just right for you.
. i
lf»  * • » , v * > ^J r r  / / .
W / H
ArtCarved College Rings by John Roberts
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REVENGE IS SWEET —  GVSC 38, FERRIS 0
Bill (iilm our signals his own I D past dejected Bulldogs. . .
Harriers Are 3 rd atSA
The Grand Valley Cross Country 
team traveled to the Spring Arbor Invita­
tional last Saturday and returned with a 
third place finish as the host school 
Spring Arbor ran away with the victory.
Pacing the l.akers was senior Ken 
Zimmerman, who finished 18th in a time 
of 28 16 for the bumpy five mile course. 
Wight behind him in 19th was l.akcr Mai 
Hyram, a sophomore who has shown-vast 
improvement over the past year, who 
finished with a 28 27 time. Second year 
man Ed Flores, the team's former number 
one man who is just beginning to return 
to form after a leg injury, finished 23td in 
29:26. followed by freshman Cary 
Pearce, who was 26th in 29:45. Hounding 
out the top five for the l.akers was fresh­
man Mark Carlton, who finished 30th 
in his first shot at varsity competition 
with a 33 22 time.
Pacing Spring Arbor to their near­
shutout score of 19 was Tony l.uttrcll, 
who won his seventh consecutive race of 
the year with a commendable 25:16 
time. Second place went to the Universi­
ty of Chicago with a score of 41 points. 
CVSC took third with a score of 94, 
followed by conference rival Oakland 
who scored 101 points.
The meet was the fourth of the vear 
for the Laker Harriers, who previously 
competed in the Adrian Invitationals, 
the Ashland Classic in Ashland, Ohio and 
in a three-way meet with Ferris and Oli­
vet at Ferris. Coach William Clingcr ex­
pressed satisfaction with the team's ef­
forts so far, stating. "We got started three 
weeks after every body else because class­
es started late, but the team has shown 
steady improvement and we hope to keep 
improving as tile season progresses.”
Coach Clinger is also looking forward 
to the additions of freshmen Jim Marsh 
and Kandy Draftz along with sophomore 
Larry Harris, the defending conference 
track champion in the halt mne run. 
Clingcr hopes to enter the trio in the 
Grand Valley Invitational this Saturday, 
which will start behind the tennis courts 
at 1 1 am. A field of ten teams is expected 
to compete, with course record holder 
Luttrcll back to defend his title. The 
meet will also be the first clash of the 
season between area powerhouses Hills­
dale and Ferris State.
After the Grand Valley Invitational 
comes the conference meet at Hillsdale 
on October 25, followed by the NA1A 
District. 23 meet at Grand Valley on 
November 1.
Kickers A lso Drop FSU
BY DAVE KINTIGH 
The Grand Vaiiey Soccer Club set 
(he tone Saturday, Get. i i  by defeating 
the Feins kickers 2-0. Like the football 
team, the kickers had never defeated Fer­
ris before last Saturday.
It was not ar. easy victory for the 
Lakers. It took 78 minutes for Grand 
Valley to score the first goal of the game. 
Laker Chris Miller penetrated the Bulldog 
defense and slipped the ball into the net 
for the fmt goal. Gaining confidence 
from the goal, the Laker offense begin to 
attack. At the 82 -minute mark a rattled 
Ferris defease kicked the ball into their 
own net. giving the Lakers an insurance 
foal.
Coach Herrera expressed pleasure i t
the defensive efforts of goal tender. Dave 
Anderson and the overall play of defend­
ers loc Tacon. Dick Spears and loe 
Hoyle. “This was Dave Anderson's first 
shutout and I hope it marks the matur­
ing of the Laker defense.” he said.
When asked who he felt had been 
particularly outstanding in defeating the 
Bulldogs. Herrera singled out Center Half­
back Dave Fry for his outstanding play.
The victory was not without its price 
as Adli Dasuqui was lost for the season 
with a broken arm sustained during the 
match.
Grand Valley's record now stands at 
1 win. 1 loaa and 1 tie. The next home 
match for the Lakers will be Oct. 22 at 
3:00 against Aquinas College.
BY DAN NILSEN
Big Rapids-Like pounding lumps on 
the neighborhood bully, Grand Valley re­
leased four years of frustration into 69 
minutes of football here last Saturday, 
trampling nemesis Ferris State 38-0 for 
the first laker win ever over the Bulldogs.
The victory left Grand Valley at 5-1 
on the year and 1-1 in the Great l.akcs 
Intercollegiate Athletic Conference, while 
Ferris fell to a 0-6 and 0-3 respectively.
While the rout came over a Ferris 
j !|Umw th  •!» :;bv!o*'c.*y h»f * in** 
to do, it was particularly gratifying that 
Grand Valley denied the Bulldogs the 
pleasure of scoring; in fact, permitting 
Ferris into laker territory just twice all 
day. That defensive authority forced nine 
Bulldog turnovers, four on pass intercep­
tions and five recoveries of Ferris 
fumbles.
Two interceptions set up l.akcr 
scores, the other two ended Ferris threats 
when the Bulldogs penetrated the laker 
30. Two of the fumbles rolled into the 
end/one and became instant Laker touch­
downs, including the first score with less 
than nine minutes gone in the game.
"We put it all together defensively,” 
bubbled laker Coach Jim llarkcma, 
emerging drenched from a ceremonial 
shower, his first in three years at Grand 
Valley.
And how!
Ferris struggled for each of its 135 
yards and managed only four First downs 
against a laker defense seemingly ob­
sessed with memories of past beatings. 
Ferris halfback Charley Fvans, still float­
ing on his 286-yard performance against 
Saginaw Valley the week before, was 
brought crashing back to earth, gaining . 
just 2 3 yards in 22 carries.
An Evans draw play that had proved 
so successful a week earlier, and “the 
only play we were really afraid of," ac­
cording to llarkcma, went nowhere as the 
shifty sophomore repeatedly was driven 
backwards on the attempts.
Meanwhile, the Lakers piled up 338 
total yards on offense, including 188 in 
the First half when they ran up an insur­
mountable 24-0 command. Fullback
. . . and Coach Harkema loves it.
Lanthorn photos by Vinny Vaccaralli
Jamie Hosford led the festivities on the 
ground with 119 yards on 21 carries, and 
freshman • quarterback Kurt Bultema 
passed for 83 more, including Grand Val­
ley’s First touchdown pass of the year, a 
10-yardcr to Bill Gilmour. Bultema also 
got into the scoring act with a two-yard 
plunge early in the game.
Roger McCoy, the freshman place- 
kicker who continues to ravage the Grand 
Valley record book, drilled four con­
version kicks, running his consecutive 
string to 22, and added a 33-yard field 
goal, giving him seven in 12 attempts on 
the year, including four-of Five from the 
30-40 yard range.
Defensive standouts were numerous, 
but interceptions were credited to Dan 
Gunder, Danny Jackson, l.arry Reed and 
Alvin Ward while Tim Maki and l.cvi 
Hirsch scored touchdowns on the fum­
ble recoveries.
Cirand Valley entertains Saginaw 
Valley this Saturday, beginning at 1:30 
pm on the 1-akcr campus.
BY MARGARET O'DWYER
Women'* tennis Coach Gary Adams 
had his work cut out for him this fall.
With only four returnees, with oppo­
nent teams a month ahead of Grand Val­
ley in practice time, and with a season 
opener shortly after school began, Adams 
* had to whip his netiers into shape for an 
eleven-match slate.
To begin with, he assigned returnees 
Kathy Scheltema, Barb Maass, Cindy 
Hal deman, and Sue Scull ard the anchor­
ing first four singles positions. All were 
saner* last year. Then, Adams augment­
ed the quartet with six newcomers, fresh­
men Kathy Smith, Linda Elshof, Karen 
Soules, Mary Schweifler, Debbie Gold­
stein. and Julie Guevara.
The Lakers drilled a week before 
their debut against Muskegon Community 
College, but feO to the Jayhawks, 8-1.
Rebounding in their following contest, 
they earned a 6-3 win over Lake Superior 
in Great Lakes Conference action. Ensu­
ing losses to Central Michigan and Ferris 
left the Lakers with a 1-3 mark, and an 
even 1-1 GLIAC mark, but Coach Adams 
is nevertheless optimistic about the 
season.
“We have a good, solid team,” he 
says, “and we look forward to a success­
ful season.”
Grand Valley placed third in the 
Great Lakes Conference last year, and 
with experience. Adams seeks to match 
that ranking this year.
The Lakers continue competition 
in the GLIAC circuit this week, with a 
contest at Oakland this Saturday, a Tues­
day rematch with Lake Superior, and a 
match next Wednesday at Ferris.
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w ith  Dan N ilsen
Bit; RAPIDS -  Jim llarkema got his first “shower" as head football 
coach at Grand Valley here last Saturday.
The peppery young pilot was dragged by a band of jubilant Lakers into 
the showerroom at Ferns State in celebration of Grand Valley’s first victory ever 
over the Bulldogs, a vengeful and convincing 38-0 triumph.
Somehow, though, there was a measure of satisfaction lacking.
Oh. not from a technical standpoint. Heck. Grand Valley destroyed the 
Dogs in every phase of the game and definitely established its contention in the 
Great I-akcs Intercollegiate Athletic Conference (GLIAC).
Hut let’s face it: it’s no fun beating the weak. There’s no "thnll of vic­
tors” in squashing a heavy underdog.
Fan reaction reflected the general absence of vindictive feelings. Why, the 
famed World War I ace CV'« most nnnnlir rK# - * * a u  ...«» . . . . .  — ■ . u:r r    —*• • v tvii hum. iiin
customary second-half appearance, disdaining the opportunity to rub salt into 
the wound of a school that has tormented us for four years running. I heartily 
believe his response would have set a decibel record, despite the minority of 
voices.
It just wasn’t that rewarding. No matter that the four successive Ferris 
wins over GV included two by a combined score of 99-0 and two other emotion- 
packed squeakers.
You sec. Grand Valley has reached its highest level yet in its five-year 
grid program while, conversely, Ferris is going through the motions of a rebuild­
ing season, liarkema’s long-range goals arc at last being realized, and the victory 
over Ferris was incidental.
To be sure, the great rivalry will endure and there will lie some hcad- 
knockers in future meetings. But the end of the Bulldog hex, so eagerly antici­
pated. was not so gratifying.
llarkema will tell you that the win over Ferns is just one step toward 
conference supremacy, and that the remaining steps lie directly in front of the 
l.akcrs.
Well, step No. 2 is this Saturday as Saginaw Valley brings its spanking 
new football program to Grand Valley for a 1:30 contest. If only by their inex­
perience, the invading Cardinals should be as competitive as Ferris.
PKF.DIC.TION: Lakers 34, Saginaw Valley 6.
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DRINK OR DROWN
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food THE BEST dancing
UVE BMTERTAINMENT
Recipe HUYi.
THE 
UERVICLE:
1. Find someone who has a freezer.
2. Put a bottle of Jose Cuervo Gold in it.
3. Go away.
4. Come back later that same day.
5. Open the bottle and pour a shot of the 
golden, viscous liquid.
6. Drink it with grace and dignity.
Or other people, if they’re not around.
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News b rie fs ............... News b rie fs .............. News b r ie fs ....................News
*# Th# Board of Control of Grand Valley State Colleges
will meet on Friday. October 17 at 10:30 am in Conference 
Room A-B-C, ar the GVSC Campus Center.
internationally recognized newsman, Walter 
Cronkite, who initiated the Bicentennial American Issues For­
um. will speak at the first GVSC "1975-76 Premier Senes” pre­
sentation on Saturday, October 25. The event in GVSC'*domed 
Field Mouse will liegin at 8 pm. Advance tickets at S2.50 are 
available at the GVSC Campus Center Concession.
## Pathos and compassionate hum or,combined in 
Jason Miller's That Championship Season, will be presented by 
the Actor’s Company Theatre at Stage 3. 101 Campau, N.W. 
Grand Rapids, commencing Friday, October 24. Performances 
will begin at 8.15 pm, Tuesdays through Saturdays.
*• "Fools, Witches and Fantasy,"a special film senes, 
will be presented bv the Thomas Jefferson College of Grand 
Valley State Colleges during Halloween week, commencing 
October 27 Five films, especially chosen for Viewing during 
the Halloween season, will be shown in GVSC’s Louis Arm­
strong Theatre, Caldcr Fine Arts Center, with an admission 
charge of 50 cents per person.
## Musicians are needed for the GV Concert band. The 
band is searching for students who can plav the tuba, bassoon or
clarinet Grand Valley’s orchestra needs students who play the 
violin, vioia. cciio or string bass. Contact Dan Kovats. extension 
631 or Vonnie Bosch, extension 484.
•• G V SC 'S  Gay Alliance did not meet this past summer 
due to the overall drop in students on campus. During that time,
the national outlook for homosexuals has improved. Bella 
Abzug and other co-sponsors have reintroduced to Congress a 
bill that would eliminate the criminal status of sex between con­
senting homosexuals. Three states have recently adopted more 
liberal laws toward homosexuals in regard to sexual preference, 
housing, and job discrimination.
What else is happening on the national, state and local 
homophile scene? •
The Gay Alliance will be meeting each Thursday night 
from 8 pm to 9 30 pm in 216 Mackinaw beginning October 16th. 
Discussion of these and other important issues facing today's 
homosexual men and women will take place.
## A  spurt in time— A 350-ycar-old statue of a boy urina­
ting became a national historic monument recently in Belgium.
Local legend has it that the statue depicts a boy who 
saved the Brussels city hall from destruction with a well-aimed 
stream of urine on the fuse of a bomb.
The statue originally provided drinking water but is now a 
tourist attraction.
HELP FIGHT TUITION HIKE
Students:
The financial crisis that faces our state, and the resulting efforts of our state government to maintain 
a balanced budget, have promoted Governor Millikan and the Legislature to consider reducing appropria­
tions to Michigan colleges and universities by 1% to 4% within the next two (2) weeks.
The budget cut will necessitate an immediate tuition increase (effective January 1976) and/or the 
possibility of a faculty/staff layoff. There will be a 50 cent increase in tuition for every 1% that is cut from 
the budget. A  tuition raise would be a tremendous burden to students and parents in these difficult times, 
and a reduction in faculty/staff would have a negative effect on the quality of education at Grand Valley 
State Colleges.
Throughout the years, the records clearly show that funds for state supported institutions of higher 
education have not kept pace with the rate of inflation. Thus far the difference has been absorbed by tui­
tion increases. Unless some preventive measures are taken, the state will continue to cut the education bud­
get resulting in annual tuition increases.
Earlier this year Grand Valley State Colleges suffered a 1.5% budget cut which resulted in a loss of 
seven staff positions. This saved $75,000, thus avoiding an immediate tuition hike.
In its first year of operation in 1963, Grand Valley State Colleges' tuition was $90 per term or $6 per 
credit hour. Today our costs are $210 per term or $14 per credit hour. That reflects a 133% increase over
12 years.
W H A T  C A N  WE D O  T O  HELP?
1) Each of us should contact our own state senator and representative vis letter or phene, cfa the Capi­
tol Building, Lansing, 48902. A  list of all legislators is available in the Student Congress office.
This needs to be done immediately as they will be starting a new session next weak.
2) Sign the form below supporting our efforts and send it back to us. This project is being paid for by 
the funds collected from the Grand Valley State Colleges Student Body.
Thank you for your time and effort!
All-College Student Congress
S TU D E N TS  O F GVSC
I, W ITH  TH E  GVSC S TU D E N T CONGRESS, U R G E TH E  S T A T E  O F  M ICH IG AN  T O  A- 
V O ID  R EDUCIN G  APPROPRIATIONS T O  PUBLIC C O LLE G E S  A N D  U N IV E R S ITIE S .
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